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Abstract: Heteroclinic connections in the spatial circular restricted three-
body problem are well recognized for their significance role in astrodynam-
ics. These connections, which occur at the intersections between hyperbolic
manifolds of invariant sets, offer zero-propellant transfer opportunities, mak-
ing them crucial not only for mission design but also for understanding the
system’s global dynamical behavior. Some previous work in computing sys-
tematically these solutions for the spatial problem can be found in [?, ?].

Our work is based on the results presented in [?], where heteroclinic con-
nections between the center manifolds of the libration points L1 and L2 are
computed using a semianalytical strategy. These connections, when inter-
sected with a surface of section, are found to be a two-sphere topologically.
Our work focuses on assessing the accessibility of these spheres from the
tori of the center manifolds of both libration points. We provide results
on the specific connectivity of each torus and show global connection dia-
grams of the isoenergetic slices of the center manifolds. Sample connections
performing inclination changes of quasi-periodic orbits around L2 are also
provided.
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